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29 Introduction
30 Plausible approximations to words in ancient languages
31 can be derived from their modern descendant words by
32 using suitable models of language evolution. The com-
33 mon ancestor of a modern language family (an extinct
34 Proto-language) can thus be reconstructed [1]. As a well-
35 known example, historical linguists worked on the recon-
36 struction of Proto-Indo-European, the common ancestor
37 of the Indo-European language family, already in the XIX
38 century [2]. Likewise, plausible approximations to the
39 sequences of ancestral proteins can be derived from the
40 sequences of their modern descendants [3], since a pro-
41 tein sequence can be considered as a word written using

42an alphabet of 20 letters. The overall procedure is called
43ancestral sequence reconstruction, and involves phyloge-
44netic and statistical analyses that use simple models of
45sequence evolution [4]. Proteins encoded by the ancestral
46reconstructed sequences can be prepared in the labora-
47tory and subjected to experimental scrutiny. Such ‘res-
48urrected ancestral proteins’, to use the accepted term in
49the field, have been extensively used to explore relevant
50evolutionary processes and hypothesis. This work has
51been covered in excellent reviews [5–8,9!].

52Besides their use over the last "25 years as molecular
53tools to address important evolutionary issues, more recent
54literature suggests the biotechnological potential of resur-
55rected ancestral proteins [10,11,12!!,13,14!!,15!!,16–
5622,23!,24!]. The interest on practical applications arises
57in part because ancestral proteins are perceived as being
58‘different’ from modern/extant proteins. Ancestral proteins
59certainly differ from their modern counterparts in terms of
60sequence, in particular when ‘old’ phylogenetic nodes are
61targeted. Indeed, reconstructed sequences of Precambrian
62proteins often show large numbers of amino acid differ-
63ences with their modern descendants. More relevant,
64however, is the fact that ancestral proteins were adapted
65to intra-cellular and extra-cellular environments that likely
66differed from the environments hosting modern proteins.
67As a result, resurrected ancestral proteins could be
68expected display ‘unusual’ or ‘extreme’ properties to some
69extent. Experimental and computational work has specifi-
70cally discussed high stability, substrate and catalytic pro-
71miscuity, conformational flexibility/diversity and altered
72patterns of interaction with other sub-cellular components.
73In this review, we summarize and discuss this recent work
74as well as very recent attempts to explore the biotechno-
75logical and protein-engineering potential of resurrected
76ancestral proteins.

77Altered patterns of interaction with other sub-
78cellular components
79The biological function of proteins involves interactions
80with other sub-cellular components, including, in many
81cases, other proteins. Modern proteins are, therefore,
82adapted to a substantial extent to modern cellular envir-
83onments, because they have co-evolved with their inter-
84action partners. Consequently, replacing a modern pro-
85tein with a representation of one of its ancestors is
86expected to impair to some extent the fitness of the
87modern host organism [23!,25]. Nevertheless, recent
88work suggests that the altered patterns of interactions
89of ancestral proteins may be useful in biotechnological or
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90 biomedical application scenarios. Particularly, two exam-
91 ples in protein folding and virus–host interactions based
92 on very recent works [23!,26] highlight the impact of
93 utilizing ancestral reconstruction in protein biotechnol-
94 ogy as discussed below.

95 Protein folding is a complex process that is assisted in vivo
96 by chaperones [27]. Molecular chaperones are, of course,
97 an outcome of evolution. Ancient proteins likely had to
98 fold without the assistance of chaperones or, perhaps,
99 with the assistance of chaperones that were not as effi-

100 cient as their modern counterparts are. Thus, efficient
101 folding in ancient proteins, therefore, may have been
102 encoded at the level of sequence to some extent. Plausi-
103 bly, however, ancestral sequence determinants of effi-
104 cient folding may have been lost during evolutionary
105 history as efficient molecular chaperones evolved.
106 Although these notions remain to be fully explored and
107 tested, they are supported by preliminary experimental
108 work on the folding kinetics of resurrected Precambrian
109 thioredoxins [26]. Ancestral determinants of efficient
110 folding may plausibly have contributed, together with
111 other factors, to the enhanced expression levels recently
112 reported for some resurrected ancestral proteins [15!!,28].
113 High expression levels are certainly convenient when
114 preparing proteins of biotechnological interest. More
115 critically, they may enhance in vivo function of the
116 protein drug [15!!].

117 Viruses typically code for a rather small number of pro-
118 teins. Therefore, they rely on recruiting proteins from the
119 hosts for essential processes involved in infection and
120 propagation. Such recruited proteins are known as provi-
121 ral factors. Viruses and their hosts co-evolve. Modern
122 viruses have, therefore, adapted to recruit modern provi-
123 ral factors. It follows that replacing a modern proviral
124 factor with a functional ancestral form may perhaps
125 render the host resistant to virus infection. A proof of
126 concept of this notion has been recently reported [23!]
127 using the infection of Escherichia coli by the bacteriophage
128 T7 as a model system. Phage T7 recruits E. coli thior-
129 edoxin for its replisome [29]. Some resurrected Precam-
130 brian thioredoxins showed somewhat decreased, but still
131 substantial levels of ‘normal’ redox functionality within

E. coli. However, these ancestral thioredoxins could not
132 be recruited by the phage and rendered E. coli resistant to
133 infection. The authors [23!] discussed the possibility of
134 applying this approach to the important problem of the
135 engineering of virus resistance in plants.

136 Enhanced stability
137 A remarkable large number of studies have reported
138 substantial stability enhancements upon ancestral protein
139 resurrection, in particular when targeting ‘old’ Precam-
140 brian nodes [10,14!!,19,20,30–34]. In our view, the high
141 stability of resurrected ancestral proteins most likely
142 reflects a high-temperature environment for ancient life.

143Indeed, many different scenarios are consistent with a hot
144start for life and/or with ancient life being thermophilic.
145These include, for instance, the origin of life in hydro-
146thermal vents [35], the possibility that only tough ther-
147mophilic organisms survived catastrophic extra-terrestrial
148impacts in the young planet (the so-called ‘impact
149bottleneck’ scenarios) [36] and that the ancient oceans
150that hosted life were hot [37]. The primordial origin of the
151enhanced stability of resurrected ancestral proteins is
152consistent with recent work that supports site-specific
153amino acid preferences in proteins to be conserved to
154some substantial extent over evolutionary history [38–41].
155Since stability is a major factor contributing to amino acid
156preferences, mutational effects on stability are also con-
157served to some substantial extent [38,39]. This supports
158the reliability of the reconstruction of primordial stability
159and rationalizes the stabilizing effect of back-to-the-pre-
160dicted-ancestor mutations. Thus, while destabilizing
161mutations may be accepted upon cooling of the environ-
162ment, the corresponding back-to-the-ancestor mutations
163will remain available for stabilization when this is
164required. This may occur when a local environment
165imposes again a high temperature or when other factors,
166such as oxidative stress or high radiation levels [42],
167confer stabilization with a selective advantage. According
168to this interpretation, the high stability reported for some
169comparatively ‘young’ resurrected ancestral enzymes [42]
170may be a simple recapitulation of the primordial trait.

171On the other hand, the high stability of resurrected
172ancestral proteins can hardly be explained as an ‘artifact’
173or ‘bias’ of the sequence reconstruction procedures, as it
174has been occasionally suggested. The increments in
175denaturation temperature obtained upon ancestral pro-
176tein resurrection are often on the order of a few tens of
177degrees. They are, therefore, larger than computational
178estimates of stability biases of ancestral reconstruction,
179which are on the order of a few degrees [43]. They are also
180larger than the most denaturation temperature incre-
181ments obtained through rational design or directed evo-
182lution (compare, for instance, with the experimental data
183reviewed in [44]).

184Regardless of its origin, however, high stability is a very
185convenient property from a biotechnological point of view
186because low stability compromises many practical appli-
187cations of proteins [44–47]. Also, from a protein-engineer-
188ing point of view, enhanced stability may be essential as it
189contributes to high evolvability [48] by allowing destabi-
190lizing, but functionally beneficial mutations to be
191accepted. Finally, enhanced stability may improve phar-
192macokinetics of protein drugs [12!!]. Overall, we foresee
193that ancestral resurrection may become in the near future
194a common source to create stabile variants of proteins of
195biotechnological interest. This is all the more so as
196mutational comparison between ancestral nodes may lead
197to further stabilization (Figure 1) [49].
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198 Promiscuity
199 Although enzymes are sometimes described as efficient
200 specialists, there appears to be no fundamental constraint
201 to the number of tasks a protein can perform. Enzymes
202 involved in detoxication, for instance, are highly promis-
203 cuous and can degrade a wide variety of toxics through
204 different chemical routes [50,51]. Certainly, many
205 enzymes carry out only one physiologically relevant func-
206 tion. Even in these cases, however, low-level activities
207 with no known physiological relevance are usually
208 observed [52,53]. This kind of promiscuity is often con-
209 sidered as a vestige of the proposed generalist nature of
210 primordial enzymes [54–56].

211An application may require an enzyme to catalyze a reaction
212that is related to, but not identical to the physiological
213reaction. A promiscuous, low-level activity will provide the
214essential starting point in the laboratory directed evolution
215of an efficient catalyst for the biotechnologically useful
216reaction. Indeed, the exponential increase in the number
217of papers on applications of enzymes to the transformation
218of non-natural products in the period 1970–1990 [57] has
219been linked (see chapter 10 in [58]) to the realization that
220enzymes are promiscuous catalysts.

221Unfortunately, promiscuity is an accidental property in
222most modern proteins. Searching for promiscuity in
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High stability of resurrected Precambrian thioredoxins. (a) Schematic phylogenetic tree used for the reconstruction of thioredoxin ancestral
sequences [31]. Only the bacterial branch is shown. LBCA and LPBCA stand, respectively, for the last common ancestor of bacteria and the last
common ancestor of the cyanobacterial, Deinococcus and Thermus groups. (b) 3D-structures of LBCA thioredoxin and LPBCA thioredoxin [92].
Mutational differences and experimental denaturation temperature values are shown. (c) Mutational comparison between LBCA thioredoxin and
LPBCA thioredoxin reveals three mutations that further stabilize the LPBCA protein [49]. The triple-mutant variant of LPBCA thioredoxin has a
denaturation temperature about 40 degrees above that of the modern E. coli thioredoxin, as shown by experimental differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) profiles [49]. Note that overpressure is customarily applied in DSC experiments to prevent boiling above 100#C.
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223 Nature is, therefore, considered to be inefficient [14!!].
224 On the other hand, promiscuity appears to be a common
225 outcome of ancestral protein resurrection. Thornton and
226 coworkers have recently reviewed experimental resurrec-
227 tion studies on 15 protein families [59]. They report that,
228 for most families (11 out of 15), evolution involved
229 function partitioning from a multi-functional ancestor,
230 while de novo evolution of a new function was observed
231 in only 4 protein families (see Table 1 in [59]). We suggest
232 that the simplest, Occam-razor explanation of this result is
233 that primordial enzymes were generalists with broad
234 substrate scope [54,55] and, consequently, ‘traveling back
235 in time’ through ancestral reconstruction increases the
236 probability of finding substantial levels of promiscuity.
237 Still, it is also possible, as suggested by Thornton and
238 coworkers [59], that the preponderance of function evo-
239 lution trough partitioning from multi-functional ancestors
240 (versus de novo evolution) is explained by higher chances
241 of ‘survival’ of the new function, which may become
242 biologically significant during the pre-duplication period,
243 when the single gene is protected from degeneration.
244 These differences in interpretation should not distract us
245 from the essential experimental result that many ancestral
246 resurrection efforts have led to multifunctional (promis-
247 cuous) proteins. We foresee, therefore, that ancestral
248 protein resurrection may become in the near future a
249 common source of promiscuous proteins for biotechno-
250 logical and protein-engineering applications.

251 We note, finally, that the fact that promiscuity is a
252 common outcome of ancestral resurrection does not rule
253 out the possibility that, in some cases at least, ancestral
254 proteins show enhanced levels of activity compared to
255 their modern descendants [60]. A particularly relevant
256 example of this scenario has been recently reported by
257 Gaucher and coworkers [12!!]. Ancestral protein resur-
258 rection showed that uricases, the enzymes that metabo-
259 lize uric acid, have progressively lost activity since the last
260 common ancestor of mammals, likely because this
261 allowed our ancestors to accumulate fat from the metab-
262 olism of fructose. As an important biomedical outcome of
263 this study, the high activity and enhanced in vivo stability
264 of ancestral uricases suggest their potential therapeutic
265 value in the treatment of gout [12!!].

266 Conformational flexibility/diversity
267 We now know that proteins dynamically interconvert
268 between conformations in the native state to achieve
269 their function [61]. Simply, proteins possess an ensemble
270 of conformations in their native state. It is this ensemble
271 that it is involved in various biological functions, includ-
272 ing allosteric signaling [62], protein–ligand recognition,
273 and protein–protein recognition [63,64], electron transfer
274 [65] and catalysis [66,67!,68].

275 In the ensemble model, a protein samples a variety of
276 conformations through local changes such as loop

277motions, side-chain rotations, or global changes through
278domain rearrangement. Allostery, commonly known as
279regulation at a distance, is a widely used emergent prop-
280erty of this ensemble view. Rather than forming a new
281structure, a ligand binding to a remote site promotes a
282shift in dynamics, changing the intrinsic structure-
283encoded dynamics and dynamic linking (i.e. the distribu-
284tion of accessible conformational states in the ensemble),
285promoting easy access to certain conformers for allosteric
286regulations [62,64,69]. Furthermore, the ensemble view
287also agrees with the evolutionary adaptability of a protein
288in which the same conserved 3D native fold can adopt
289new functions [70!]. Mutations throughout protein evo-
290lution alter conformational dynamics, shifting the distri-
291bution of the ensemble and lead to the emergence of new
292functions [67!,71] and adaption to different environments
293[72].

294In recent years, computational protein design methods
295have been used to introduce completely novel enzymatic
296functions in protein scaffolds initially lacking these abili-
297ties (i.e. de novo enzyme design) [73–75]. Despite these
298notable successes, the activities of the designed enzymes
299are almost universally orders of magnitude lower than
300their naturally occurring counterparts [76,77], suggesting
301that our understanding of the intricacies of enzymatic
302processes is likely incomplete.

303State of the art enzyme design algorithms based on the
304Pauling postulate of transition state stabilization [78] do
305not likely fully capture all components of enzymatic
306function. Design efforts are focused on sculpting artificial
307active sites through the introduction and stabilization of
308catalytic residues, often within existing cavities in pro-
309teins of known structure. Although the role of dynamics in
310designed enzymes function has been explored through
311QM/MM [79], DFT [80], and MD [81] simulations, these
312studies were limited to active site residues due to the
313computational expense associated with application of
314these analyses to full proteins. To date, no large-scale
315enzyme design efforts have been carried out in which the
316ensemble of conformation and each position role in the
317conformational search were considered either during or
318after design.

319Ancestral protein resurrection offers an excellent oppor-
320tunity to address many of the issues raised above. As
321expounded in the preceding section, promiscuity is a
322common outcome of ancestral protein resurrection. Fur-
323thermore, it is widely accepted that enzyme promiscuity
324is linked to conformational flexibility/diversity [66,68,82].
325In the simplest picture, enzymes exist as ensembles of
326conformations, with different conformations being
327responsible for the different activities of a promiscuous
328protein. A number of recent studies [66,67!,71,82–84]
329support a fundamental role for conformational diversity
330in functional evolution. In the simplest interpretation,
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331mutations can shift the conformational equilibria toward
332(previously) minor conformations responsible for new
333enzyme functions.

334For several protein families, resurrected ancestral pro-
335teins have been reported to share the same 3-D structure
336as their modern homologs and yet to function differently.
337The change of conformational dynamics as function
338evolves has recently been studied in three ancestral
339steroid receptors (the ancestors of mineralocorticoid
340and glucocorticoid receptor proteins) [86]. Mineralocorti-
341coid and glucocorticoid receptors (MR and GR) arose by
342duplication of a single ancestor (AncCR) deep in the
343vertebrate lineage and then diverged in function. While
344AncCR are AncGR1 have a promiscuous binding showing
345binding affinity to both aldosterone, cortisol, AncGR2
346specifically binds to cortisol. AncGR1 and AncGR2,
347which diverge functionally through 36 mutations, have
348highly similar experimental structures. However, a com-
349parison of the conformational dynamics of the three
350ancestral proteins reveals AncCR and AncGR1 have a
351flexible binding pocket, suggesting flexibility plays a role
352in promiscuous binding affinity. In contrast, the muta-
353tions of AncGR2 lead to a rigid binding pocket, suggest-
354ing that, as the binding pocket becomes cortisol specific,
355evolution acts to shape the binding pocket toward a
356specific ligand [86].

357Similar to the promiscuous ancestors of mineralocorti-
358coid and glucocorticoid receptors, proteins correspond-
359ing to 2-3 billion year old Precambrian nodes in the
360evolution of Class A b-lactamases have been shown [10]
361to degrade a variety of antibiotics with catalytic effi-
362ciency levels similar to those of an average enzyme [87]
363(Figure 2). Consequently, ancestral lactamases can be
364described as moderately efficient promiscuous catalysts.
365Remarkably, there are only a few (and minor) structural
366differences (in particular at the active-site regions)
367between the resurrected ancestral enzymes and penicil-
368lin-specialist modern b-lactamases [10]. This then raises
369the question whether the functional differences arise
370from the conformational dynamics of the lactamases.
371The dynamics of the lactamases were simulated using
372Molecular Dynamics and the covariance matrix was
373calculated and analyzed using Perturbation Response
374Scanning (PRS) [88] to calculate the Dynamic Flexibil-
375ity Index (DFI) [89,90], a site specific measure to com-
376pute the contribution each position to the functionally
377relevant conformational dynamics. Because DFI is a
378position specific metric, it also allows us to quantify
379the change in flexibility per position throughout the
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Evolution of conformational dynamics determines the conversion of a
promiscuous generalist into a specialist enzyme. (a) Schematic
phylogetic tree used for the reconstruction of ancestral sequences of
b-lactamases [10]. ENCA, GNCA and PNCA stand, respectively, for
the last common ancestor of enterobacteria, the last common
ancestor of various Gram-negative bacteria and the last common
ancestor of various Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. (b) The
‘oldest’ resurrected Precambrian b-lactamases can promiscuously
catalyze the degradation of several lactam antibiotics [10], including
benzylpenicillin (BZ) and the third generation antibiotics cefotaxime
(CTX) and ceftazidime (CAZ). By contrast, the modern TEM-1
b-lactamase is a penicillin specialist. Catalytic efficiencies are shown
on the distribution for modern proteins [87]. Note that GNCA and
PNCA b-lactamases are efficient promiscuous enzymes that degrade
several antibiotics with catalytic efficiencies that compare well with a
modern average enzyme. (c) DFI profiles of extant (TEM-1) and
ancestral b-lactamases [91!] mapped on 3-D protein structures using
a color coded scheme with a spectrum from red to blue. Lowest DFI
regions are denoted with blue and flexible regions are red. The oldest
and most promiscuous ancestors GNCA and PNCA exhibit higher
flexibility near the active site. b-lactam specific TEM-1 shows less
flexibility near the active site. (b) A cladogram of SVD distances for

b-lactamases determined from their DFI profiles, showing that
dynamics based clustering captures the promiscuity of two ancestral
enzymes and cluster them together [91!].
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380 evolution by identifying flexible and rigid position
381 within the 3-D interaction network of protein structure.
382 The low DFI sites are rigid sites (i.e. hinge sites). They
383 are robust to perturbation occur at any part of the chain
384 (i.e. in term of response fluctuation upon positional

385changes in other part of the change), yet transfer the
386perturbation response efficiently to rest of the protein as
387joints in skeleton. High DFI regions on the other hand
388shows high response, thus these are more deformable
389sites.

390The special dynamics associated to substrate promiscuity
391of ancestral b-lactamases was revealed by patterns of high

DFI values in regions close to the active site illuminating
392the flexibility required for the binding and catalysis of
393different ligands. These specific DFI patterns suggest
394that the protein native state is actually an ensemble of
395conformations displaying the structural variability in the
396active site region required for efficient binding of sub-
397strates of different sizes and shapes. On the other hand,

DFI analysis of modern TEM-1 lactamase shows a com-
398paratively rigid active-site region, likely reflecting adap-
399tation for efficient degradation of a specific substrate,
400penicillin [91!] (Figure 2).

401Thioredoxins achieved adaptation to a cooler and less
402acidic Earth by altering their stability and changing their
403catalytic rates while maintaining the same 3-D fold
404[31,92]. Comparison of the distribution of flexibility of
405residues between ancestral and extant thierodoxins
406reveals that the population density of very high flexible
407sites and rigid sites increased, as they evolved. These
408common features of changing the flexibility of specific
409positions observed in evolution suggest a ‘fine tuning’ of
410their native ensemble to adjust to ambient conditions in
411accordance with the evolution in their function [93].

DFI analysis further reveals how functional evolution is
412related to changes in flexibility, specifically at hinge
413points (i.e. low DFI sites), even as the protein structure
414remains largely unchanged. The DFI analysis of recon-
415structed ancestral proteins of green fluorescent protein
416(GFP) shows the evolution of red color from a green
417ancestor emerged by migration of the hinge point (i.e. low

DFI region) from the active site diagonally across the beta-
418barrel fold [94!]. While the flexibility of the mutational
419sites does not change significantly, in response to these
420mutations, both increase in flexibility and decrease in
421flexibility occurs for regions of the beta-fold that are
422widely separated from the mutational sites, indicating
423allosteric regulation in evolution. Nature introduces
424mutations at relatively flexible sites farther away from
425functionally critical sites, yet allosterically alter the flexi-
426bility of functionally critical active sites. Thus, Nature
427utilizes minimum perturbation maximum response as a
428principle through allosterically altering the dynamics of
429the functionally critical sites, rather than introducing
430mutations on these sites.

431Overall, ancestral reconstruction studies provide a unique
432opportunity to address and understand the relation
433between conformational dynamics, protein evolution
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De novo enzyme functionality in ancestral b-lactamase scaffolds linked
to conformational flexibility [24!]. (a) NMR relaxation studies on the
modern TEM-1 b-lactamase and the ancestral GNCA b-lactamase
(see legend to Figure 2 for definitions). Red color is used to highlight
the residues with relaxation rates that suggest a conformational
exchange contribution. The residue targeted for new active-site
generation (W229) is highlighted in blue. (b) A new active site capable
of catalyzing Kemp elimination is generated in ancestral b-lactamases
(but not in modern b-lactamases) by a single W229D mutation. Here, a
blowup of the new active site generated in GNCA b-lactamase is
shown with a transition state analogue bound. (c) The 3D-structure of
the W229D variant of GNCA b-lactamase with a transition-state
analogue bound is shown superimposed with that of the GNCA
b-lactamase background. It is apparent that transition-state binding
(and, consequently, the generation of a de novo activity) relies on
conformational re-arrangements, in particular, on the shift of the
a-helices h1 and h11.
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434 and protein function. At a more applied level, flexible
435 proteins derived from ancestral resurrection may provide
436 useful scaffolds for the engineering of new enzyme func-
437 tionalities. This is so because conformational flexibility/
438 diversity should facilitate the binding of substrates and
439 transition states for enzyme-catalyzed reactions through
440 the sampling of many potentially productive conforma-
441 tions. This notion is supported by recent work that used
442 b-lactamases as scaffolds for the generation of new active-
443 sites. A simple minimalist design was found to lead to
444 substantial levels of a de novo Kemp-elimination activity
445 when using flexible Precambrian proteins as scaffolds, but
446 failed in the more rigid modern lactamases (Figure 3)
447 [24!].

448 Concluding remarks
449 In 1963, Linus Pauling and Emile Zuckerkand stated
450 that it would be possible one day to infer the gene
451 sequences of ancestral species to “synthesize these pre-
452 sumed components of extinct organisms . . . and study
453 the physico-chemical properties of these molecules’.
454 55 years later, the large number of sequences available
455 in the post-genomic era, together with advances in bio-
456 informatics and molecular biology methodologies, has
457 contributed to make their statement true for a substantial
458 number of protein systems. Often, resurrected ancestral
459 proteins have been found to display high stability and
460 enhanced promiscuity,  features that are immediately
461 advantageous in biotechnological application scenarios.
462 Furthermore, detailed computational conformational
463 analyses support that ancestral proteins may have
464 evolved to new or more specific modern functions by
465 altering their ensemble of conformational states while
466 preserving the 3-D structure. In addition to precisely
467 positioning amino acid residues in catalytically compe-
468 tent orientations within the active site, nature has
469 evolved unique networks of interactions that enable
470 communication  between the active site and the rest of
471 the of protein through dynamic motions These correlated
472 dynamic motions appear to facilitate all important steps
473 in catalytic reactions including substrate recognition,
474 catalysis, and substrate release. Thus, efforts to develop
475 the next generation of computational enzyme-engineer-
476 ing tools must not only address the precise conformation
477 of the active site, but also the associated dynamic motion
478 profile of the protein scaffold.
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